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Social constructivist models of scientific activity have
assumed growing importance in the sociology and philosophy of
Western science during the past decade. Indeed some critics
,maintain social constructivism is becoming the dominant paradigm
for studies in these fields. (1)

While positivist, empiricist, realist, and instrumentalist
models of science conceive of the scientist as an impartial
observer faithfully deciphering nature's secrets and recording
them in a univocal language that reveals (dis-covers and
corresponds to) her essential truths; constructivism problematizes
the processes of observation, discovery, description, and
interpretation. It rejects the correspondence theory of truth
and the formalist, reductionist, and essentialist assumptions
upon which it rests. Ultimately, constructivism even renders
conceptions of nature articulated by older models of scientific
reasoning suspect.

Co:istructivism turns the critical eye of scientific inquiry
on the scientific enterprise itself. (2) It conceives of science
as a form of communication: as an artifact of language, culture,
and history which is responsive to the interests, perspectives,
priorities, and values of the communities that produce it.
Construclivism recognizes that in the process of producing
coherent accounts of the workings of the world, scientists a2so
produce texts. It treats these texts as amenable to semiotic
and socio-rhetorical inquiries. Constructivists maintain that
development of a poetic and pedagogy for analyzing scientific
discourse is an essential prerequisite to articulation of an
adequate theory (or theories) of knowledge. (3) This conclusion
follows necessarily from embrace .f wnat David Blocr has called
the "strong program" in the sociology of knowledge: a research
program committed to using the perspective of the sociology of
knowledge to study all forms cf knowledge including mathematical
and logical thinking. (4)

This approach is faithful to the tenets of scientific
naturalism which guide other forms of scientific inquiry;
nevertheless it has met significant resistance. The resistance
has three major sources. First, identifying gaps or biases in
scientific models is a form of nay-saying; it implies chat the
finest work pioduced by some of our finest m!nds is not as fine
as 'e've been lead to believe. It al:o suggests that scientific
rat_emality is not rational in all of the ways older theories of
knowledge claimed. In shot, it steps on toes. Resistance of
tnis kind is understandable but it is not justified by the warrant
of science which claAms epistemological privilege on the grounds
that it is a3ways cpen to revision.

The second form of resistance maintains that analysis of



the genesis of scientific ideas is irrelevant to the project of
science. It charges constructivism with undermining the authority
of scientific t uth without adding anything of significance to the
body of scientific knowledge. This criticism denies the knowledge
produced by the social sciences "scientific" status; it also misreads
the motives of constructivist inquiries. (5) Textual analysis of
scientific discourse does not challenge the utility or internal
validity of systems of scientific explanation. Making and testing
the laws of physics is the work of physicists not rhetoricians.
However rhetorical analysis can enrich our understanding of physics
by restoring the human voice to modes of scientific assertion; it
can also identify the hidden socio-political agendas of science,
and decode the extra-territorial power-claims of scientists
(scientism).

The third form of resistance reinforces the other two, and is
even more intractable because it has its origins in the founding
struggles of science. In liberating science from religion, the
fathers of the Enlightenment endowed science with the kind of
authority that had previously been ascribed to theology. That is,
the Enlightenment treated the founding assumptions of science as
"sacred" and placed them beyond critical interrogation. (5) As a
result, it planted the roots of scientific thinking which claims to
be "the very archetype of antimyth" firmly in the soil of
myth-making. (7)

Analysis of the mythopoetics or scientific discourse provides
fertile ..;rounds for inquiry for the following reasons: (A) the
presence of mythological elements in scientific thinking is a paradox
that calls into question established conceptions of rationality,
objectivity, and scientific progress; (B) mythological elements
encoded in scientific discourse provide access to what Sandra Harding
has called the "social fingerprints" of science, the relationship
between the social and cultural contexts of scientific creators and
the kinds of cognitive structures they flavor; (C) the presence of
some social fingerprints on scientific models and the systematic
absence of others raises questions about science's claims to cognitive
purity, universality, and p;'ivileged epistemological status; (D)
unexamined myths have a "subterranean potency" (Keller) which can
channel our thinking into certain conceptual categories while
rendering others inconceivable; (E) unexamined mythological elements
in scientific discourse can reduce epistemology to "implicit
propaganda"; when this happens, theories of knowledge reflect and
reify social ideologies, they lack autonomy and "rise and fall as
th,ir corresponding ideology rises and declines" (Bloor); (F) the
apparent intractability of mythic elements in processes of scientific
creativity indicates that scientific ways of knowing do not transcend
intuition or conform to the requirements of univocal discourse;
consequently analysis of the poetics of scientific texts may provide
portals for (i) constructing more accurate/eloquent theories of
knowledge and/or (ii) mapping the limits of knowledge.

Studies of the poetics of scientific discourse do not exhaust
the productivity of the constructivist research program, nevertheless
they provide extraordinary insights into the workings of the
scientific imagination and into the ways it is both colonized and
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liberated by the medium of social and ideological transfer,
metaphor. (9) This paper builds upon the insights provided by these
studies. It has four objectives: (A) to examine what constructivism
is teaching us about the role metaphor plays in science; (B) to review
some recent constructivist analyses which display archetypal metaphors
in selected scientific texts; (C) to undertake a brief case-study of
the gender-based folklore and mythopoetics of some programmatic texts
produced by the artificial intelligence movement; (D) to identify the
challenges mythopoetic analysis of scientific texts pose for the
development of more satisfactory theories of knowledge.

I: Metaphor: Wing of Knowledge and Agent of Ideological Transfer.

Susanne Langer described the power to name as "the vastest
generative idea that ever was conceived". (10) Science names nature.
It translates the unknown into the known by creating theories and
models which both construct and contain nature. (11) These theories
and models are then subjected to rigorous tests to determine if
they are reliable guides for organizing accounts of natural events.

The language of the founding fathers of modern science was
metaphorically rich; yet, they advocated purging all metaphoric
elements and rhetorical embellishments from the language of
science. (12) Traditional philosophies of science embraced this
quest for linguistic puritanism; however, language has resisted all
attempts to scrub away its beauty marks. As a result, metaphors
continue to act as anchors for scientific discourse. They provide
the uni'ying vision --the design-- which permits scientists to
order and arrange their observations into coherent and, for a time,
compelling patterns. Constructivism conceives of metaphors as
portals of truth; radical constructivism embraces Nietzsche's
definition of "truth" as "a mobile army of metaphors". (13)

Science uses metaphors to conquer, map, coaonize and name
the unknown. Recent work in philosophy and linguistics indicates
that metaphoric thinking is ubiquitous. (14) Indeed, George Lakoff
maintains that it "is this imaginative capacity that allows for
'abstract' thought and take:: the mind beyond what we can see and
feel". (15) Metaphors empower scientific vision; they provide the
scaffolding for arguments, color the language of assertion, put
the poetry in the paradigms, and guide inquiry. In short, they
make science possible. And contrary to the tenets of older theories
of knowledge, the processes by which they achieve this empowerment
are rational because, as Mary Hesse points out, "rationalit;
consists just in the continuous adaptation of our language to our
continually expanding world, and metaphor is one of the chief means
by which this is accomplished". (15)

Metaphor permits us to expand the horizons of our knowledge
by allowing us to experience and understand one kind of thing in
terms of another. (17) The kinds of things we use to achieve
une.tystanding of other things do not represent promiscuous
coupings; they do not simply involve slips of the tongue. These
things embody, display, preserve and police the "faded mythology"
(Schelling) that creates order and makes communication possible.
They lay the foundations for construction of the cognitive



categories which permit humans to perceive, organize, process and
remember perceptions, images, and information.

In Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things, George Lakoff maintains
that thought is "embodied": "it grows out of our bodily experience
and makes sense in terms of it". (18) Our imaginative capacity --our
metaphors, metonymies, and images-- are extensions of our system of
perception, bodily movement, and our experience of our physical and
social character. In sum, the material things we invoke to conceive
of non-material "things" or apparentlyly disembodied concepts or
ideas, are and must be anthxopocentric These "things" are
apprehended by the human eye, formed by the human tongue, tuned to
the human ear, conceived and comprehended by the human brain.

The kinds (categories) of things that members of a speech
community can use to dramatize their ideas are therefore
biologically and culturally patterned, purposive, and socially
significant. As a result, word and world set limits on what thing
scientists can fruitfully use to comprehend other things: "no m,n,fLel
even gets off the groind unless some antecedent similarity or
analogy is discerned between it and the ezplanandum". (19)

Although metaphoric thinking is neither irrational nor
quixotic, it is not benign. Scientific metaphors do not just name
the world or facilitate adaptation to it, they change it. They
achieve this word magic by changing the way we interact with
nature. Thus, for example, if, as in many traditional cultures,
nature is considered to be a mother, alive and sensitive, then it
may be considered a violation of human ethical standards to carry
out destructive acts against her. (20) Conversely, if nature is
considered to be a machine, as in the Newtonian "world machine",
it becomes more like a machine; and actual machines --artifacts
of human art, craft, and commerce-- are stripped down to their
essential properties of mass and motion. (21) In sum, how we name
nature affects the way 'e treat her (or it), how we organize our
adaptive efforts, how we use resources, how we intervene in and
transform natural processes, and how we relate to other species,
races, and genders.

Textual analysis indicates that metaphors involving images
of sexual relations and reproduction are both common and deeply
embedded in the discourse of Western science and culture. (22)
What Sandra Harding has called the "totemis:a of gender" provides
the grounds for the categories of Indo-European languages and
organizes them into polarities which emphasize di4-Zerence. (23)
Consequently sexual imagery is frequently invoked to describe the
mediation between subject and object, man and nature. The mythos
within these metaphors sees knowledge as a form of consummation
and coition as a form of knowledge; both sex and knowledge are
viewed as driven by desire and passionate pursuit. The English
language displays this mythos in verbs like conceive and know
which have both cognitive and carnal referents. (24)

Western metaphoric conventions conceive of ideas (or
meanings) as objects, e.g. the speaker puts ideas into words.
Discourses (and cultures), in turn, achieve coherence and



integration by conventionalizing these metaphors and burying their
roots. As Richard Rorty put:, it, "Old metaphors are constantly
dying oft into literalness, and then serving as a platform and
foil for new metaphors". (25) In the Western world, this process
of reification makes illusions of 'objectivity' possible.

Within Western languages, both organic and inorganic imagery
are invoked to convey the materiality of ideas: ideas are
conceived, born, and nurtured; the test ones are seminal; they
penetrate, they are sharp, have points and cutting edges, they cast
light, illuminate or lead mortals to the light (God/immortality),
Rationality is transparently conceived within the totemic of polarized
categories. An argument is either rational or irrational; if it fails
to conform to this binary rule, it is tagged "non-rational" and
declared outside of the parameters of formal discourse. Arguments are
good or bad, logical or illogical. relevant or irrelevent.
Rationality is also conceived as lineal and hierarchical: a thinker
escapes from the depths of irrationality, and climb the ladder or
scales the mountain of abstraction. In discourse ox. rationality, thz.
roots of the totemic are buried in shallow ground; sometimes they are
directly exposed as when rationality and masculinity are conflated
and femininity and irrationality are equated.

Ideas may be conceived, but arguments are crafted.
Argumentation (formal/scientific reasoning\ is represented by four
dialectically related metaphoric conventions: it is conceived as
building (construction), war (destruction), journey (movement) and
containment (rest). (M Arguments are constructed, they have
foundations, frameworks, and structures, they need support, they can
be buttressed, sometimes they collapse. Positions are attacked,
defended, captured, secured, destroyed or demolished. Arguments are
advanced, they r,rogress, they have goals. Strong arguments are
re-searched, they are developed ste_p-by-step, they col-r a lot of
ground, they permit us to arrive at conclusions if we don't stray
from the path and go in the wrong direction. Finally, the good
argument (like the good wife of androcentric discourse) has form,
content, substance, and consistency; it is orderly and methodical.
Bad arguments, however, like sexual or barren women contain faults,
have holes in them, won't hold water, are empty.

Deconstruct ions of gendered structures and connotations of
metaphors gloss over the ambiguities and dialectical twists that
make good metaphors resilient enough to adapt our language to "our
continually expanding world". Nevertheless when the totemic
template is applied to the "faded mythology" conserved in the above
metaphors, thinkers/scientists are conceived as progenitors,
warriors, architects, builders, hunters, discoverers, explorers,
missionaries, and alchemists. (27) In short, they are men, and
the ideology the gender totemic transfers is patriarchy.



II. The Phallus in the Paradigm: Feminist Dis-coveries of the
Faded Mythologies of Scientific Metaphors.

The faded mythology preserved an these androcentric
metaphors suggest that thinking/reasoning is something men have
traditionally done in groups (or speech communities) outside of
the enclosures of home, hearth, and female nurturing. They
conceive of thinking as a form of male-bonding.

According to Lionel Tiger, no friend of feminism, rites
of male-bonding are "the male equivalent of child reproduction,
which is related to work, defense, politics, and perhaps even
the violent mastery and destruction of others". (28) Brian
Easlea makes a similar point when he asserts,

Men in prescientific societies, it may be
generally argued, attempt to affirm masculine
and, for them therefore, dominant status
through secret exclusively male rituals.
Quite often these rituals have a very direct
'pregnant phallus' aspect to them, the male
participants thereby demonstrating that through
their special phallic powers thcy, like women,
are able to give birth. (29)

Deconstruct:ons of the mythopoetics of scientific texts indicate
that the primitive metaphor of the pregnant phallus also provides
the platform and foil for articulation of images of creativity,
immortality, and progress in scientific texts. The powers of the
pregnant phallus are displayed in two ways: through sexual/
copulative images and reproductive images.

A. Sexual/Copulative Images.

The discipline of modern science modeled itself after the
routinization of time and work of a medieval male sanctuary, the
monastery. Early articulations of scientific methodology
embodied the medieval conception of a rational universe ordered
by God, (30) Francis Bacon saw God as man's partner in the pursuit
of knowledge. (31) Bacon conceived ,,f nature as a woman to be
conquered by man for God (as opposed to witches who were created/
conquered by sexual liasons with the devil).

-rticulation of the method and mythos of modern science, it
should be remembered, took place during "a burst of misogyny
without parallel in Western history". (32) As a lawyer Bacon was
conversant in the issues surrounding the inquisition of witches.
Carolyn Merchant demonstrates that this social knowledge "permeated
his descriptions of nature and his metaphorical style," and was
"instrumental in his transformation of the earth as nurturing
mother and womb of life into a source of secrets to be extracted
for economic advance". (33) Bacon accepted the conventional wisdom
of the day which maintained that witches were consorts of the devil,
and that every woman was potentially a witch because. like Eve, she
possessed insatiable carnal appetites. The Baconians emphasized the



masculine character of science in an attempt to (a) purge male fears
of the diabolical powers of witches, and (b) place the promises and
potions of scientists beyond the inquisitioners' suspicions. In
fact, Bacon believed the new science would progress more rapidly if
it took a leaf directly from the inquisitnrs' book:

...a useful light may be gained, not only for a
true judgment of the offenses of persons charged
with such practices [witchcraft], but likewise for
the further disclosing of the secrets of nature.
Neither ought a man to make scruple of enteri7,1
and penetrating into these holes and corners, when
tie inquisition of truth is his whole object --as
Your majesty has shown in your own example.(34)

Bacon encciraged the scientist to "interrogate" nature, to penetrate
her, and bend her to his will. The complex sexual politic of Bacon's
epistemology is analyzed by Evelyn Fox Keller in Reflections on
Gender and Science. (35) Keller deconstructs the significance of
sexual metaphors in the articulation of three epistemological stances:
(A) Plato's homoerotic view of knowledge which conceives of knowledge
as a product of a spiritual union between a male mentor and male
disciple; (B) Bacon's concept of knowledge as power which equates
tiomen and nature, and seeks domination over both; and (C) the
Paraceisian alchemists' construction of knowledge which uses the
metaphor of heterosexual intercourse to suggest that the unity of
two different but, in a sense, equal parts is required to produce
knowledge.

Bacon accepted the Platonic dualism which separated mind
and body, cognitive and carnal pleasures. Kowever Bacon
embellished the Platonic view: in Bacon'zt text::, mind became
synonymous with man and body/nature/matter assumed female persona.
In place of the Platonic ideal of spiritual eroticism which
rejected aggression and embraced love as the path to wisdom, the
Baconian model sought mast.ry over nature. Bacon's sexual
metaphors are graphic but ambiguous. Thus, for example, he urges
the scientist to be a "chaste" bridegroom to nature and enter
into "holy and legal wedlock" with her; but he also frequently
refers to nature as a "common harlot" who must be taken against
her will. (36) Bacon advises the scientist to overpower .lature's
resistance: to take her forceably and "bind her to your service
and make her your save ". He maintains that the achievements of
science will not "merely exert a gentle guidance over nature's
course; they have the power to conquer and subdue her, to shake her
to her foundations". (37)

B. Reproductive Images.

The ambiguities and dialectical tensions in Bacon's imagery
are not simply perverse, they are also highly productive. Not
only do they provide word-pictures that facilitate "continuous
adaptation of onr language to our continually expanding world";
they also provide the medium which permits male science to effect
a semiotic theft of the womb. Bacon makes it clear that the
marriage between science and nature is no ordinary union. He
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ascribes unprecedented generative powers to it. "from this
association you will secure an increase beyond all the hopes and
prayers of ordinary marriages, to wit, a blessed race of Heroes
and Superman". (38) In The Masculine Birth of Time, Bacon maintains
that the new science will make "masculine birth" possible: it will
generate virile minds receptive to and empowered by God's divine
truth. In short, Bacon both denies and appropriates the power of
the feminine principle. Keller contends that this twist of Bacon's
pen covertly acknowledges the djalectical, even hermaphroditic,
character of the scientific project. (39)

The ascent of mechanistic models changed the character of
the project because it changed the world, Rene Descartes and
Robert Boyle re-conceived nature as a lifeless object, as matter,
cosmos, mechanism. Nature not only lost her gender, she lost her
life, re: Merchant's The Death of Nature. (40) This radically altered
the scientist's approach. Susan Bordo maintains that the death of
nature required "re-birthing and re-imagining of knowledge"; she
contends that Cartesian rationalism provided the seminal ideas for
articulation of the new cosmology by recreating knowledge and the mec-
hanical world as "masculine". (41) Cartesian dualism fostered an
approach to inquiry which emphasized separation and difference, and
established firm boundaries between man ana nature (the "other" who in
the fading mythology of the polar terms of the gender totemic still
included wcman); it also separated reason and emotion, and valorized
detached, dispz,ssionate, calculating, and abstract modes of cognition.
In short, it objectified nature and her/its non-r-41-4onal creatures.
As a result, James Hillms7n maintains, "The specil consciousness we
call scientific, Western and modern is the '.ong sharpened tool of the
masculine mind that has discarded parts of its own substance, calling
it 'Eve', 'female', and and inferior", (42)

Although Eve was once more expelled from the garden, the
obstetrical project of science continued. Boyle referred co nature
as "God's great pregnant Automaton". (43) Boyle's metaphor seems to
cast the scientist in the role of midwife. However, as the
scientific outlook became more fully articulated, man not God became
the procreative force; the modern scientist not only conceives,
nurtures, and delivers seminal ideas, he also produces them.

The metaphors of twentieth century science continue to
cultivate unnatural conceptions of conception. In Fathering the
Unthinkable, Brian Earlea deconstructs the language and design
aesthetics of nuclear scientists and displays the necrological
inversion that the mythos of the pregnant phallus assumes in their
work, (44) In the scatological horseplay of the discourse of atomic
scientists, bombs were conceived as erect penises ready to explode,
They were given names such as Little Boy, The Fat Man, George and
Mike. Little Boy and The Fat Man, the bombs dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, were decorated with graffiti of the "Up-the-Emperor's"
variety.

Security restrictions literally made the work of atomic
scientists the work of a secret society. Scientists working on
The Manhattan Project were physically removed from the mainstream
of American society; they were even forbidden to discuss their
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work with their wives. Easlea's analysis of the language, work
habits, value-orientations and politics of nuclear scientists
leads him to conclude that,

In the ideal Cartesian universe that is the
ultimate refuge of the masculine man of science;
there will exist no longer the feminine
distrartion of women, home and children, the
constant reminder of masculine insufficiency,
and nor will there exist sexual women to tempt
and threaten --the universe will consist of male
mind in increasing control of the matter of the
universe, mind threatened with destruction only
as a result of its own miscalculations in its
on-going experimentation with itself and silent,
passive, unquestioning matter. (45)

Carol Cohn, a self-proclaimed "feminist spy" in the Cartesian
world of contemporary U.S. defense intellectuals, reports little
change in the imagery of technostrategic discourse since the
delivery of Little Boy and the Fat Man. (46) Sexual imagery is very
much on display in the pursuat of "penetration aids" for missiles
and bombs that will deliver our "megatonnage in one orgasmic
whump"; insiders are permitted to "pat the missile" (a new B-1
bomber); the language even contains romantic and domestic metaphors
as enemies "exchange" warheads, one missile "takes out" another,
and weapon systems "marry up". (47) Cohn's deconstruc4-ion of the
images in which defense intellectuals dress their version of the
Cartesian enterprise supports the conclusion that "their project
fails according to its own criteria":

Much of their claim to legitimacy...is a
claim to objectivity born of technical expertise and
to the disciplined purging of the emotional valences
that might threaten their objectivity. But if the
surface of their discourse --its abstraction and
technical jargon-- appears at first to support these
claims, a look just below the surface does not.
There we find currents of homoerotic excitement,
heterosexual domination, the drive toward competency
and mastery, the pleasures of membership in an elite
and privileged group, the ultimate importance and
meaning of membership in the priesthood, and the
thrilling power of becoming Death, shatterer of
worlds. How is it possible to hold this up as a
paragon of cool-headed objectivity? (48)

It is possible because "cool-headed objectivity" is not as cool as
pre-constructivist and pre-feminist epistemologies claimed.
Cool-headed Cartesian rationality claims to be disembodied (pure,
detached, dispassionate), but it is only disconnected from
consciousness of its own troubled history, the "subterranean
potency" of its metaphors, and its structural dependenc,-., on the
invisible labors of women. (49) In short, it is possible because
the phallus is in the paradigm.
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III. Making Minds: Sexual and Reproductive Metaphors in the
Discourse of Artificial Intelligence Scientists.

The Cartesian flight from embodiment/materialism reaches a
climax in the research program of the artificial intelligence
movement. Artificial intelligence (AI) is still a promise, a
futuristi: vision. It is a science fiction: an exercise of
scientific imagination rather than a coding of empirical reality.
But regardless of whether it is preface or blueprint, AI packs a
powerful punch as ideology. Futurists claim AI will provide the
software for transforming the world into an Information Society.
AI is already invoked as warrant for restructuring industry in ways
that replace human labor with robots that are unable to demand
shares of the surplus value they produce. AI also provides the
flash in the sales pitch of U.S. de-.nse lobbyists who claim it will
supply the brains for the "smart we ins" required by the Strategic
Defense Initiative (Star Wars).

This section examines the mythmaking of AI scientists: what
AI researchers say they are doing. The role androcentric modes of
thinking play in the actual construction of AI models is explored
elsewhere. (51) AI discourse should be of especial interest to
constructivists because, unlike the d:F_:courses of Bacon, Boyle,
Descartes, Einstein and Oppenheimer, it represents an on-going
process. It should be of especial interest to feminists because AI
talk can be interrupted, and perhaps redirected. It can be
subjected to what Umberto Eco has called "semiological guerrilla
warfare". (52)

Like Descartes and Boyle, AI researchers embrace mechanical
metaphors. They conceive of mind as machine. Within their texts,
the program is a metonymic surrogate for intelligence. AI
researchers construct computer models of operations of mind by
reducing its cognitive and biological processes to machine
recognizable inputs. According to AI scientists, all interesting
manifestations of human intelligence can be contained within
programs. (53) Some of them even believe it is possible to precisely
quantify and program the "odd little chemical-electrical cloud of
activity that is our personality". (54)

Reproductive metaphors play a far more prominent role in
AI discourse that copulative images although the later are invoked
in predictable ways to represent inputs, circuitry, and connections.
Birth, not sex, puts the poetry in this paradig'n. Computers provide
the central image. They are "omnipotent"; they are "god". (55) They
are also incubators, (male) wombs, which are conceived as sites for
generating new forms of life. This conception is expressed through
three interconnected sets of birth images: images representing
creativity, immortality, and progress.

A. Images of Creativity.

Some of the nr-thologizing of AI is conscious, intentional,
and programmati.:. Id God and Golem, Inc. (1964), Norbert Wiener,
the father of cybernetics maintained that machines that learn,



reproduce themselves, and coe ::ist with man pose profound
theological questions. (56) Wiener points out that if a contemporary
of Bacon had claimed to be able to make machines which could
"learn to play games or that should propagate themselves", he
would surely have been burned by the Inquisition "unless he could
convince some great patron that he could transmute the base metals
into gold, as Rabbi Low of Prague, who claimed that his
incantations blew breath of life into the Golem of clay, had
persuaded the Emperor Rudolf". (57) According to the folklore of AI
scientists, Weiner, John von Neuman, Gerald Sussman, Marvin Minsky,
and Joel Moses all claimed to be actual descendents of Rabbi Low,
perhaps the first mortal man to be credited with creating life
without using woman as a vessel. (58) Moreover, Low's descendents
believe they are ..:arrying on the family tradition. They maintain
that they have already given birth to four generations of Golem.
The labor pains they are currently experiencing in their attempt to
give birth to "the fifth generation" of computers are extraordinary
because the pregnant phallus is more pregnant than usual; it is
about to bring forth very special progeny --a superchild who will
be able to reproduce itself without the agency of either man or
woman. (59)

B. Images of Immortality.

According to the fathers-to-be, this superchild may also be
the one who cuts through the genetic coding of the universe and
produces "the next step in human evolution". (60) Some AI scientists
believe this child will transform its fathers into "supermen". (61)
They claim it will permit them to "download" the contends of their
own minds into programs and thereby achieve immortality.

In a forthcoming book entitled Mind Children, one proud papa,
Hans Moravec of Carnegie Mellon, claims:

The things we are building are our children, the
next generations. They're carrying on all our
abilities, only they're doing it better' (Moravec 1987:16).
(62)

The gender of these children is never in doubt; when references
to AI or robotics are personified, male pronouns are used.
Marvin Sussman maintains that these mind children have brought men
to the threshold of immortality: "the machine can last forever.
Even if it doesn't last forever, you can always dump it out onto
tape and make backups..." (63)

The Cartesian disconnection of AI researchers which permits
them to conflate mind and machine also permits them to conceive of
biological death as a minor episode In the life-cycle of a superman:
"If you make a machine that contains the contends of your mini,
then that machine is you". (64) Within the mythos of AI modelers,
biological man becomes an obstacle to be conquered and rationalized.
The contents of mind cannot be downloaded into immortality until the
information channels are 'leaned up. For this reason, AI modeling
requires modelers to subject cognitive processes to the Law of the
Hammer. That is, the AI modeler must reduce complex cognitive and



biological processes to a series of univocal binary commands.
Modeling even a very simple movement like raising the arm of a man
to press a lever may require identifying, mapping, and simulating
hundreds perhaps even thousands of cognitive and neurological
messages. Add to this, the fact that within biological man these
messages are often confounded by the 'noise' of indecision,
procrastination, .'t.mory, reflection, love, lust, and other
sentiments, values and intentions that appear to be irrelevant to
the immediate task at hand. Cleaning up the information channels
to create a model which will program a robot to push a level w_th
the same efficiency whether the lever releases bombs or cofree
cups is a genuine achievement of Cartesian logic. Faulting the AI
modeler for preferring clean channels to cli,.ttered ones is like
faulting the plumber for preferring clean drains to clogged ones.
Both find their efforts blocked by the waste products of biological
man.

The AI modeler's dream of a clean machine is a dream of
Cartesian transcendence, perhaps even Redemption. But where
Descartes wanted to control the noise of embodiment, AI researchers
want to eliminate the body. Rodney Brooks explains why he wants ti
eliminate "the wet stuff" --human boeies-- from the equation: "We
are sort of loczed into cur genetic structure. At the moment we
might be able to tweek our genetic structure a little bit, but
nothing severe". (65) Brooks sees "an advantage to building robots
out of silicon and_ stuff like that, ')-cause we knew how to control

fabrication process pretty well' whereas we have "trot'!'l t;ith"
biology: "We can't add more brain cells to us, but we can a,_1 more
processors, more silicon, to a robot". (66) In sum, robots are
easier to expand, repair, and cQntrol than their prototypes.

Because the legend of the pregnant phallus requires the
scientist to make love to himself, it encourages Narcissism. Sherry
Turkle reports the f ,jllow ng conversation between AI scientists.
Don Norman says, "I have dream to create my own robe}. To give it
my intelligence. To make it mine, my mind, to see myself in it.
Ever since I was a kid". Roger Schank responds, "So who doesn't? I
have always wanted to make a mind. Create something like that. It
is the most exciting thing you could do. The most important thing
anyone could do". Another scientist, Gary Drescher tells Turkle,
"We have the right to create life, but not the right to take our act
lightly". Drescher believes scientists have ethical obligations in
a society where human and artificial intelligence live together.
Like Isaac Asimov, Drescher entertains the idea that AI may make a
new form of murder possible:

People always talk about pulling the plug on
computers as though when it comes to that they
will be saving the world, performing the ultimate
moral act, But that is science fiction. In real
life, it will probably be the other way around.
We are going to be creating consciousness, creating
lives, and then people may simply want to pull the
plug when one of these intelligences doesn't agree
with them. (67)
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C. Images of Progress.

Some AI scientists acknowledge that the next step in evolution
may render humans obsolete. Marvin Minsky thinks "people will get
feed up with bodies after a while". (68) He predicts that like the
dinosaurs we might disappear leaving behind a "society" of
interacting and self-generating computer systems. (69)

Evolutionary analogies are common in AI discourse. They
appear to represent a form of masculine display: a way of saying
my science is bigger (more potent/pregnant) than yours. However,
they are also usL to convey distain for and distance from
conventional conceptions of life, death, thought, and morality.
That is, they s.:nal a radical departure from all previous ways
of knowing and being in the world. Thus, Moravec asserts, "I have
no loyalty to DNA", and Mike Blackwell claims, "Bodies have served
their purpose". (70) Moravec valorizes the departure, the irrevocable
break with the past: "We are on a threshold of a change in the
universe comparable to the transition from non-life to life". (71)
On one level, AI scientists seem to be embracing a return to
pre-Baconian animism in which matter cum machine is endowed with
life and anthropomorphosized. Eowever, there is more to the equation.
The transition is not "to life". There is a change in signs which
negates the value of human life: machines evolve, humans download
or die. Within AI's mechanistic reconstruction of evolutionary
theory, the pregnant phallus finally achieves its telos: mind is
released from body and man is released from his biological
depen67.nce on woman. Moravec describes the brave new world of AI:

All our culture can be taken over by robots.
It'll be boring to be human...We can't beat the
computers. So it opens another possibility.
We can survive by moving over into their forms.
...because we exist in a competitive economy,
bezause each increment in technology prr'vides an
advantage for the possessor...Even if you can
keep them (the machines) slaves for a long time,
more and more decision-making will be passed
over to them because of the competitiveness.

We may still be left around, like the birds.
It may be that we can arrange things so the
machines leave us alone. But sooner or later
they'll accidentally step on us. They'll need the
material of the earth". (72)

D. Reproduction as Destruction in AI Discourse.

In the transition from life to program, the clean machine
replaces its sweaty, plodding, loving, lusting, and aging
progenitor. And, the pregnant phallus eliminates the "wet stuff"
that permitted its prototype to penetrate BaconLm "holes and
corners". The violence of the vision is neatly occluded by comic
strip captions. Robots will accidentally '.tep oa "us", but that's
okay because "we" won't really be there anyhow: "our" now immortal
minds will he able to abandon mother earth entire:.y. Indeed, some



AI scientists believe it is imperative that "we" get some minds
off of this nuclear and ecologically endangered planet and into
space colonies before it is too late, (73)

Inevitably the question is raised, Which minds? Since the
capacity of the most powerful parallel processing machines
(connection machines) will be finite, not everyone will be able to
get out of their bodies or off of the planet. Some of "us" will be
stepped on, incinerated or gassed. So, who gets downloaded into the
programs? Evolutionary logic dictates the answer. The best minds,
of course, the kinds of minds that are readily available for
modeling in the AI laboratories at MIT, Stanford, and Carnegie-Mellon:
minds of upper middle-class, white, American males, The same minds
that conceive of a future in which AI will render participatory
democracy obsolete, machines, not people, will control the world's
nuclear arsenals; new forms of slavery will be introduced in which
living machines (cyborgs) programmed to be "ethical" will serve as
slaves; and robots will be programmed to meet all (in and out of body)
erotic nett...cls and thereby render human intercourse and reproduction
redundant. (74)

The social fingerprints revealed by deconstruction of the
mythos and metaphors of AI discourse display a familiar design.
AI discourse is a discourse of control; it builds hierarchy into

hard-wiring of its circuitry. Like the fantasies that
accompanied the conception of Little Boy and The Fat Man, the robotic
fantasies of AI researchers presuppose the necessity of "the violent
mastery and destruction of others". (75) Comic book talk papers over
the perversity of AI concept,': of creativity, immortality, and
progress, but MIT researcher and outspoken in-house critic of AI
ideology/eschatology, Joseph Weizenbaum, cuts through the cartoon
images and conceives the perversity within the same frame history
has used to comprehend its previous incarnations: genocide. (76)

The faded mythology encoded in AI discourse demonstrates that
it is not univocal discourse; like the technostrategic discourse
analyzed by Cohn, it fails according to its own criteria. It is
as far from a "parago- of cool-headed rationality" as Bacon's
belief in the diabolical powers of witches. However, if we accept
the constructivist contentions that (a) unexamined myths have
subterranean potency and (b) scientific metaphors change the world;
we should not dismiss the perverse reproductive metaphors of AI
talk and texts as only primitive regressions or science fictions.
AI scientists may be big children who have not given up their
"sandbox fantasies" or sublimated their dreams of omnipotence;
however, they are also members of a powerful scientific elite:
researchers, teachers, and gateskeepers of the most advanced and
prestigious academic computer research centers in the world. (77)
The metaphors they use to conceive nature are far more potent than
yours of mine; indeed, Donna Haraway contends biology has already
undergone a cybernetic revolution in which natural objects have
been retheorized as "technological devices prop-rly understood in
terms of mechlnisms of production and storage of information". (78)

Unlike Bacon's patriarchal metaphors which saw knowledge
issuing from a chaste marriage between men's mind and nature,
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cybernetic metaphors locate the genesis of knowledge in the marriage
and (male) machines. The rythos of male-bonding encoded in AI
discourse bears no resemblance to Plato's homoerotic vision. Tc
the contrary, AI metaphors replace Eros with objects, fetishes
made of circuits and chips. Where Baconian epistemology suppressed
the female principle, AI discourse negates the hnman principle,
and as Weizenbaum points out, "There's nothing left after you've
destroyed the human species". (79'

IV. Coitus Interruptus: Feminist Alternatives.

Constructivism takes away our innocence. We can no longer
pretend that science is free of social fingerprints. that language
is free of birthmarks, or that we can copulate without bodies,
conceive without wombs or live without brain cells. Constructivism
not only acknowledges the limits of existing bodies of knowledge,
it recognizes the limits of our capacity to know, to construct
meaning. In short, it rewinds us that we are mortals not heroes or
supermen.

Feminist versions of the constructivist project go even
further. They remind us that some mortals are female, and that our
embodim...nts of word and world, our metaphors and experiences, have
not been given voice within the discourses of Western science. For
this reason, they challenge science's claims to universality and
epistemological privilege: its claim to "a-perspectivity". (80)

Deconstructions of the myths and metaphors that preserve the
"subterranean potency" of androcentric conceptions within scientific
discourse demonstrate that scientific talk and texts, like all talk
and texts, involve complex social, linguistic, rhetorical, and
dialectical processes. Contra the post-Baconian dream of linguistic
purity, these deconstructions show that language is a double-agent.
It communicates by confounding univocal and equivocal messages; it
contains ambiguities, double inscriptions, hieroglyphs, knots,
paleosymbolism, irony, tropes, and other social and textual
fingerprints; and, these fingerprints are indelible. Consequently,
scientific discourse does not meet the norms of traditional models
of scientific rationality. It fails according to its own criteria
because it is far richer, far more pregnant with possibility, than
positivists, empiricists, realists, and instrumentalists conceived.

The richness of scientific discourse, its embodiment and
intertextuality, also pose problems for feminist epistemologies.
The deep embeddedness of the totemic of gender within Western
languages, the continued potency/utility of the pregnant phallus
as a metaphoric instrument of scientific and administrative power,
and the lack of grounds for convergence among the alternative
constructions c: reality available through recovery of "submerged
knowledges" of modern cultures seem to suggest that the penis is
in the paradigm and there is little we can do now except record
its erections and cherish the seminal ideas they produce. (81)
The intractability of the masculinist bias of science has led some
feminists to conclude that the canons of sc_entific objectivity
are implicit propaganda for patriarchy; that "scientific
rationality is directly implicated in the maintenance of mascu-
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linity in our kind of culture". (82) Thus, for example, Harding
and Jane Flax abandon the effort to reform science and embrace
instead a convergence of feminist and postmodernist epistemologies
which share "a profound skepticism regarding universal (or
universalizing) claims about the existence, nature and powers of
reason, progress, science, language and the 'subject/self".
Feminist postmodernism claims that modern life "fractures"
identities, and that postmodernism provides more plausible
epistemologies and forms of resistance because it is grounded in
awareness of the fracturing processes. (84) In short, this view
maintains that modern science has exhausted its emancipatory
potential.

Other feminist critics of appear to be more hopeful; they
seem to believe that either (a) the fractures can be mended,
or (b) a more nurturing feminist epistemological principle will
supplant the destructive thrust of masculinist epistemology. Bordo
predicts a return of the repressed parts of mind pointing out that
the "historical identification of rationality and intelligence with
masculine modes Jf detachment, distance, and clarity has disclosed
its limitations, and it is necessary (and inevitable) that feminine
modes should appear as revealing more innovative, more humane, and
more hopeful perspectives". (85) Bordo's conviction that recovery of
the female principle can resolve current epistemological sterility
is shared by the new French feminisms: their aesthetic seeks to
valorize metaphors of maternity, interiority, and nurturance. (86)

Feminist moves to take back the womb are necessary steps in
the current semiological guerrilla warfare. They right a historical
wrong, and advance the critique. However, in my judgment, they
cannot heal the fractured mind or provide a viable alternative to
what Rose calls "exterminatory science" for the following reasons. (87
First, masculinity and femininity are not simply complementary poles
of thought, not two symmetrical halves of the fruit of the tree of
knowledge. They are assymetrical categories based upon domination
and submission. (88) Both are partial, dictorted, and damaged
renderings of the range of male and female potential. Putting master
and slave in the same bed does not eliminate slavery. It cannot
produce healthy minds. Second, reversing the terms of the Baconian
equation will not work either. A virile womb is not much better than
a pregnant phallus (although it is slightly more anatomically correct
since females can contain potentially virile male offspring in their
wombs). Similarly, women writing in Cixous' "white ink" /mother's milk
may tell different stories but they will come no closer to telling the
whole story of embodiment and mortality than do thP seminal idea-7
produced by men. (89) Third, feminist critiques which valori.:e
difference inadvertently buy into post-Baconian masculinist
constructions of sex, gender, and knowledge. They conceive of
sensuality narrowly and instrumentariy as the work of genitals and
reproductive organs which produce eggs, milk, seed, and future
workers; they implicitly embrace the Christian/capitalist denial of
the pleasure principle. (90) They may even reproduce the homophobic
bias of the sex/gender systems of contemporary Western societies. (91)
This narrowing of vision restricts articulations of embodient to a
very limited range of human experience. It precludes full recovery
and reconstruction of Eros (or heart), as auspicies for carnal and



cognitive knowledge. (92) Fourth, exposing inadequacies of
masculinist science is a necessary step in the feminist critique,
but it does not fully embrace the dialectic of history. The
scientific revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
were complex and powerful social movements which changed the world.
Modern science was both a project of domination and emancipation.
Baconian science was an egalitarian project that helped break the
hereditary rule of feudal societies; its epistemology not only
rationalized domination of nature, fueled industry, and split the
atom; it also improved crops, battled disease, extended life, and
ultimately freed Western woman from the annual occupations of her
womb that had kept her bound to home and hearth and frequently
sentenced her to an early death. Not the Progress envisioned by
positivism, but nevertheless modern science has made some of the
daily labors of ordinary women and men a little less oppressive.

There is another path to feminist resistance, one that
combines feminist theory and scientific practice. Some feminists
are stretching the metaphors and models of science to accommodate
adaptation to "our continually expandihy world": a world that is
being changed by feminism. They are empiricists whose attempts to
correct the errors of traditional empiricism have undercovered the
internal inconsistencee in the founding assumptions of empiricism;
as a result, Harding points out, this group of academic scientists
has "a radical future". (93) They are still doing science, but like
Bacon they are trying to create a New Science. Thus, for example,
Ruth Hubbard tells a new story of embodiment. Hubbard re-conceives
of the female egg as an active partner in the process of
fertilization rather than as a passive princess waiting patiently
for the sperm prince to awaken her from her slumbers. She looks at
what happens to scientific questions when the gender totemic is
treated as a null hypothesis: what happens when we look at the
similarities instead of the differences in males and females of the
same species. (94) Sandra Blaffer Hrdy examines the mating behaviors
of monkeys and discovers that females are not nearly as discrete,
selective or as unappreciative of the pleasures of the flesh as male
scientists claimed. (95) Keller and Grontkowski speculate on what
physics would sound or feel like if it had been constructed on aural
or tactile instead of the spatial metaphors favored by males. (96)
The process of interrupting and correcting the talk and texts of male
science has just begun, but for feminists like Haraway, it is a way
of practicing "politics by other means". (97)

Yes, and poetry too! For the first step in scientific
revolutions (as in political revolutions) is to change the names;
because, as Hesse has pointed out, scieatific revolutions are
metaphoric redescriptions of nature, not codings of revolutionary
new insights into the intrinsic nature of phenomena. (98) To date,
feminist redescriptions of self, science, sexurtlity, nature, and
the world have largely operated at the margins of science. Except
for primatology, the scientific establishment has generally
ignored them.

It is not yet clear whether the power of the new feminist
perspectives, like the power of the genie, ccmes from being in the
bottle: whether their innovations can function only as critiques



of male science or whether they can articulate new ways of knowing.
Because the language of formal reasoning is the language of the
public sphere, until recently the exclusive theater of male
performances, it does not readily lend itself to feminist reform.
The mythos buried within its metaphors are androcentric and
misogynist. Moreover, since metaphors are the anchors of abstract
thought, they cannot be eliminated from scientific discourse. To
expand the range of scientific discourse, we must therefore expand
its metaphoric sweep.

Preliminary attempts to deconstruct the submerged Kr. ledge
of (literate, Western, white) women have recovered some recurrent
metaphors but as yet no coherent mythos describing being and knowing:
the yield includes images of circles, webs, and networks, iconic
images which also assume circular forms (e.g. Judy Chicago's
dinner-plate/vagina), and within American literary texts,
contextuality, piecing, patching, and quilting are recurrent gender-
specific images. (99) Such recoveries are suggestive but they do
not take us very far down the road to universalism or provide us with
a conceptual platform broad enough to support articulation of a new
science. Beyond suggesting remedial models and taxonomies which are
1_e3s hierarchical, more permeable, and perhaps more reflexive than the
male prototypes, it is not yet clear how metaphors drawn from the
spheres of women's experience can inform scientific thought. Images
of domesticity and necessity keep our feet on the ground; but, the
achievements of Western science as well as its perversions have been
possible because they have taken flight on the wings of transcendent
metaphors. The destructive thrusts of such flights need to be
contained and domesticated. Survival of the planet seems to require
termination of phallic pregnancies, but it is unclear how the
"culture of death" can be restrained or negated by grafting feminist
insights onto masculinist oversights or by sul-stituting one partial
and damaged vision for another. The ultimate achievement of the new
epistemologies may be to identify the limits of language and
knowledge. Or, perhaps more hopefully, feminist practice may generate
new ways of being in the world, of caring for it and each other, znd
thereby give birth to new ways of knowing and describing the world.

If feminist attempts to rename nature and regenerate scientific
models begin to achieve resonance outside of feminism, we can probably
anticipate strong resistance from powerful factions within mainstream
science because the radical feminist movement in science seeks to:
(a) destroy the foundations of masculinist science, and (b) transform
science and the world.

Without feminist interruptions, however, scientific talk and
texts will continue to support metaphoric subtexts which valorize
"the thrilling power of becoming Death, chatterer of worlds".
Scientists will continue to normalize talk about downloading the best
(male) minds into immortality before mortals annihilate themselves
and their planet. The challenges facing those who would womanize
or "Paracelize" science are enormous, but constructivist
demystifications of previous scientific revolutions reduce these
challenges to human scale. They encourage us to think of them as
challenges to human intelligence which can be met by inventive
mortals without the interventions of gods, supermen or cyborgs.
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